READ CAREFULLY BEFORE INSTALLING FIXTURE.
PLEASE KEEP THIS MANUAL FOR FUTURE USE.

Note: Latches are sold separately and shipped in a separate carton. There are 3 pieces to each latch; the main hook, the minor hook, and the hook connector as shown below.

The latch will come assembled from our warehouse and appear as shown in Figure 2.

To assemble latch to a housing, shroud and lens; catch the minor hook onto the side of the housing and slide the hook connector into place as shown in Figure 3. The main hook has been hidden (but should still be connected) to better show the minor hook and hook connector placement.

Finally rotate the main hook to catch the lens, then snap the latch in place. Properly fitted latches should look like Figure 4 while holding the lens from moving.

To turn the simple latch into a Tamper-Proof latch, customer to add and screw in #6-32 x 3/8” S.S. screw.

Figure 1. Components of the latch assembly

Figure 2. Assembled latch

Figure 3. Minor hook and hook connector placement

Figure 4. Latch fitted to housing